[The evoked activity of the lateral hypothalamus during extinction and differential inhibition].
Character of interaction between symmetric points of the cat's auditory cortex (A1) and the lateral hypothalamus (HL) was determined by calculating Spearman correlation coefficients between averaged summed sound-evoked activity (AEP) of the structures before, during elaboration, extinction and restoration, as well as differentiation of food-procuring conditioned reflex and in the eating full. Close mutual co-tuning between the cortex and hypothalamus characteristic for stable conditioned reflex was found to disrupted during its extinction, elaboration of differentiation and fullness eat inhibition due to entire reduction of hypothalamic AEP and disappearance of correlated with negativity of HL AEP "doubling" of the first positive wave of A1 AEP. Hyperactivity stage, expressed at the beginning of extinction and at the end of differentiation, preceded inactivation of hypothalamic afferents during elaboration of conditioned inhibition. The stage of hyperactivity, initiated by the elevated emotional state of the animal, testifies to an important role of emotional brain structures in the process of internal inhibition. The stage of HL and A1 hyperactivity initiated by emotional stress of the animal and following HL inactivation during inhibition of the conditioned response point to an important role of emotional subcortical brain structures in the mechanisms of inhibitory conditioning.